Cell division plays an important role in animal tissue morphogenesis, which depends, critically, on the orientation of divisions. In isolated adherent cells, the orientation of mitotic spindles is sensitive to interphase cell shape and the direction of extrinsic mechanical forces. In epithelia, the relative importance of these two factors is challenging to assess. To do this, we used suspended monolayers devoid of ECM, where divisions become oriented following a stretch, allowing the regulation and function of epithelial division orientation in stress relaxation to be characterized. Using this system, we found that divisions align better with the long, interphase cell axis than with the monolayer stress axis. Nevertheless, because the application of stretch induces a global realignment of interphase long axes along the direction of extension, this is sufficient to bias the orientation of divisions in the direction of stretch. Each division redistributes the mother cell mass along the axis of division. Thus, the global bias in division orientation enables cells to act collectively to redistribute mass along the axis of stretch, helping to return the monolayer to its resting state. Further, this behavior could be quantitatively reproduced using a model designed to assess the impact of autonomous changes in mitotic cell mechanics within a stretched monolayer. In summary, the propensity of cells to divide along their long axis preserves epithelial homeostasis by facilitating both stress relaxation and isotropic growth without the need for cells to read or transduce mechanical signals.
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morphogenesis | cell division | mechanical feedback | quantitative biology | mitotic rounding T he morphogenesis of animal tissues results from coordinated changes in the shape, size, and packing of their constituent cells (1) (2) (3) . These include autonomous cell shape changes (4), the response of cells to extrinsic stresses, and the effects of passive tissue deformation (5) . When coordinated across a tissue, these active cellular processes and passive responses enable epithelial sheets to undergo shape changes while retaining relatively normal cell packing (6) and help return tissues to their resting state following a perturbation (7) . Although the molecular basis of this cooperation is not understood, several studies have suggested a role for mechanical feedback (8, 9) . Cell division has been suggested to participate in this feedback (10) because the rate of animal cell proliferation responds to changes in extrinsic forces in several experimental settings (9) . Further, division makes an important contribution to tissue morphogenesis in animals (11, 12) , accounts for much of the topological disorder observed in epithelia (13) , can drive tissue elongation (10) , and can facilitate the return to homeostatic cell packing following a deformation (2) . Importantly, for each of these functions, the impact of cell division depends critically on the orientation of divisions.
At the cellular level, relatively simple rules appear to govern division orientation. These rules were first explored by Hertwig (14) , who showed that cells from early embryos divide along their long axis, and were further refined using microfabricated chambers (15) . However, by following division orientation in cells adhering to micropatterned substrates, more recent studies identified additional roles for both the geometrical arrangement of integrin-mediated cell-substrate adhesions (16) and extrinsic mechanical forces in orienting divisions (17) . Consistent with this, adhesive and mechanical cues have been reported to guide division orientation in vivo (18) and in epithelial monolayers in developing embryos (12, 19) . Nevertheless, the respective roles of cell shape and mechanical tension in guiding division orientation in epithelia remain poorly defined, as does the contribution of oriented division to mechanical feedback control.
Previously, we established suspended epithelial monolayers lacking ECM as a minimal model system in which to study epithelial biology. Because cell divisions in these monolayers become oriented following a stretch, we were able to explore the regulation and function of division orientation. We found that divisions align better with the long, interphase cell axis than with the monolayer stress axis. This phenomenon, combined with the alignment of cellular long axes induced by stretch, results in a global bias in the orientation of divisions in the direction of extension. Each division
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redistributes cell mass along the axis of division. Thus, when oriented across a monolayer, divisions act collectively to redistribute mass along the axis of stretch, helping to return the monolayer to its resting state. In summary, this analysis shows that the propensity of cells to divide along their long axis preserves epithelial homeostasis by facilitating both stress relaxation and isotropic growth without the need for cells to read or transduce mechanical signals.
Results

Uniaxial Monolayer Extension Results in Sustained Cell Elongation
and Tension Oriented Along the Axis of Stretch. Previously, we used suspended Madin-Darby canine kidney II (MDCK) monolayers as a model system with which to study epithelial mechanics (20) . For the study of cell division in monolayers, we modified the device (21) to allow imaging over several hours (Fig. S1) . Following a stretch, cells in suspended monolayers did not change neighbors (Fig. S2) . Instead, they responded by elongating in the direction of stretch by an amount roughly equal to the amount applied at the monolayer level (20) . Extension was accompanied by a decrease in monolayer thickness (20) and a small decrease in width. Cells then remained elongated until they divided ( Fig. 1 A and B and Fig. S3 ).
We confirmed that suspended monolayers generated through collagenase treatment (20) were devoid of a continuous loadbearing ECM but retained apicobasal polarization over the course of our experiments (Fig. S4) . Hence, the transmission of tension across suspended monolayers depends entirely on intercellular junctions, which remained stable over the duration of our experiments. To estimate the tension borne by individual cells following stretch, we monitored monolayer tension over 200 min. Tension was maximal immediately after deformation before decreasing by 75% within 2 min (Fig. 1C) . This initial relaxation was followed by a slower but steady decrease in tension, which remained at ∼40 nN per cell for the duration of these experiments (Fig. 1D) . When the mechanical integrity of individual cells was perturbed using a pulsed 405-nm laser, we observed local recoil as expected for a tissue under tension. We then analyzed the orientation of this mechanical recoil to determine the orientation of stresses at the cellular scale ( Fig. 1 E and F and Fig. S5 ). In all cases, the local stress field was closely aligned with the axis of stretch, regardless of the orientation of the long axis of the targeted cell (Fig. 1F) .
Taken together, these data show that a 30-35% monolayer extension induces a significant change in cell shape and orientation, resulting in an average cell aspect ratio of ∼1.4, with 55% of cells oriented within 20°of the stretch axis (Fig. 1B) . Cells within stretched monolayers were exposed to a sustained local stress that was closely aligned with the extension axis. This resulted in a tension of ∼40 nN per cell, which is several-fold larger than necessary to orient division in adherent cells (17) . Thus, cells in stretched monolayers are both elongated and subjected to significant tension, both of which are known to orient cell divisions. Suspended monolayers therefore constitute an ideal system in which to explore the relative importance of force and shape in the orientation of cell division.
Effect of Stretch on Cell Division in Suspended Monolayers. Mitotic progression within suspended monolayers was visualized using E-cadherin-GFP ( Fig. 2A and Movie S1). We first explored the timing of divisions. A transient inhibition of mitotic entry was observed following stretch (Fig. S6A) ; however, mitosis resumed some 60 min later. Interestingly, the cells that entered mitosis after this transient delay tended to be those with the largest apical area (Fig. S6 B and C) rather than the most elongated, as would have been expected if mitotic entry were triggered by a mechanical cue. These cells then all divided in the plane of the epithelium, as observed for monolayers growing on substrates (22) (Fig. 2A and Fig. S7 ). Whereas cells in nonstretched monolayers divided with no orientational bias (Fig. 2B) , a 30-35% strain was sufficient to induce a global bias in the orientation of divisions (Fig. 2B) , such that 56% of cells divided within 20°of the stretch axis.
Although previous work has implicated mechanical forces in orienting epithelial cell divisions (19) , determining the relative importance of interphase shape and tension is challenging. To do so, we compared the orientation of the stretch axis, the interphase long cell axis, and the division axis in the presence and absence of stretch. Cells with a well-defined interphase long cell axis (measured as an aspect ratio, r > 1.4) reliably divided along so axis in both stretched and nonstretched monolayers, with 82 ± 2% and 77 ± 4% of divisions, respectively, occurring within 20°of the interphase long cell axis (Fig. 2C) . Moreover, mitotic cells were polarized in both stretched and nonstretched monolayers, with their spindles aligned with the long cell axis and with known cortical regulators of spindle orientation concentrated at either pole (Fig. S8 ). To better separate the influence of tension from the influence of cell shape, we examined the small subset (∼5%) of elongated cells whose interphase long axis was misoriented (>35°) with respect to the axis of stretch [ Fig. 2 C (red points), D, and E (red points) and Fig. S3C ]. Strikingly, when these cells divided, their divisions were always better aligned with the interphase long cell axis than with the axis of applied stretch (Fig. 2E) . This was the case despite these cells being subjected to significant local forces aligned along the global stretch axis ( Fig. 1 E and F) . Taken together, these data suggest that the alignment of divisions across a stretched monolayer is the simple result of a stretch-induced global bias in the orientation of long cell axes combined with the propensity of cells to divide along their long axis. Effect of Monolayer Stress on Mitotic Rounding. Next, we investigated the morphological changes accompanying passage through mitosis in cells to assess if changes following a stretch might aid monolayer relaxation ( Fig. 2A and Movie S1). Within nonstretched monolayers, cells entering mitosis assumed a near-isotropic metaphase shape in the plane of the epithelium (aspect ratio, r −stretch = 1.16 ± 0.02; Figs. 2A and 3A), as do most primary cells and cell lines cultured on ECM (23) . By contrast, cells within stretched monolayers were unable to round fully before division (aspect ratio, r +stretch = 1.25 ± 0.02; Figs. 2A and 3A) , despite a shortening in their interphase long axis that was larger than observed in nonstretched monolayers (Fig. 3B) . In vitro measurements show that individual cells generate a rounding force of ∼80 nN upon entry into mitosis (24) . Therefore, the failure of cells to round completely in stretched monolayers is likely a simple consequence of residual monolayer tension (∼40 nN per cell; Fig. 1D ). When we measured the evolution of cell dimensions parallel and perpendicular to the axis of division at 5-min intervals, we found clear differences between cells in nonstretched and stretched monolayers. Cells within nonstretched monolayers retained a roughly constant aspect ratio until anaphase, when it increased sharply (Fig. 3 D, ii) . At abscission, the aspect ratio was halved and remained constant over the following 60 min (Fig. 3 D, iii) . This behavior contrasted with the behavior of cells within stretched monolayers, which displayed a marked decrease in aspect ratio upon entry into mitosis (Fig. 3 D, i) , reflecting their more elongated initial shape. Cellular aspect ratio then increased sharply at anaphase before being halved following abscission (Fig.  3 D, Change in major axis length (μm) daughter cells in stretched monolayers underwent a gradual increase in their aspect ratio in the 25 min following abscission ( Fig. 3 C and D, iii) . Daughter cells elongated along the stretch axis regardless of the orientation of division (Fig. 3E) , implying that it is caused by the extrinsic tension. Overall, these data indicate that extrinsic tension impedes cell rounding at mitotic onset but promotes elongation of daughter cells following division. Surprisingly, cell elongation at anaphase appeared relatively insensitive to extrinsic tension (Fig. 3 D, ii) .
Balance of Cell-Autonomous and Extrinsic Mechanical Forces Explains
Changes in Cell Shape Accompanying Mitotic Progression. To test how the clear differences in morphological changes accompanying mitosis between cells in stretched and nonstretched monolayers (Fig. 3 ) might arise, we developed a mechanical model that could be used to determine how extrinsic stresses likely influence autonomous shape changes accompanying mitotic progression, the redistribution of cell mass following division, and to assess the likely contribution of oriented divisions to the relaxation of monolayer stress. Cells in the model are represented by linear elastic domains with uniform stiffness calibrated against experimentally measured values (SI Materials and Methods). Stress is balanced by treating the monolayer as a continuous elastic material. Although cells can passively slide past each other in response to shear forces along their junctions, cell-cell friction was set high to prevent such rearrangements in this particular implementation to reflect the lack of neighbor exchange in suspended monolayers (Fig. S2 ). Using these assumptions, simulations computed the new monolayer-scale mechanical equilibrium at each time point during division (Fig. 3F) . The cell-autonomous changes in cell stiffness (represented by a shear modulus G) used to simulate changes in cortical tension accompanying passage through mitosis were derived from measurements in isolated cells (23, 24) . A change in cortical (surface) tension (ΔΓ) is related to a change in effective shear modulus (ΔG) by ΔG = ΔΓ/R (where R is the cell radius) (25) . To model mitotic progression, we increased stiffness abruptly at mitotic entry (Fig. 3G ) and kept it constant until division, before gradually returning it to interphase levels. At division, cells were forced to divide along their interphase long axis.
Strikingly, although these simulations introduced experimentally measured changes in the mechanics of isolated mitotic cells into a model epithelium, they yielded changes in the aspect ratios of cells that were qualitatively and quantitatively similar to those observed in suspended monolayers. Thus, in simulations, the sharp increase in stiffness accompanying entry into mitosis drove complete rounding in control monolayers but only partial rounding in stretched monolayers (Fig. 3 H, i) . In addition, although daughter cells in nonstretched monolayers maintained their shape following division (Fig. 3 H, iii) , they gradually elongated in the direction of applied stress in stretched monolayers, concomitant with the return of stiffness to interphase values (Fig. 3 H, iii and G, iii) . This finding suggests that experimentally observed changes in cell shape during division are the simple consequence of well-understood autonomous changes in mitotic cell mechanics, removing the need to invoke additional mechanisms.
Cell Division Leads to a Global Redistribution of Mass Within the
Monolayer. Next, we investigated the impact of individual cell divisions on local monolayer organization to determine if oriented divisions reduce monolayer stress and/or restore cell packing, as previously proposed (19, 26) . We examined changes in the shape of dividing cells as well as changes in the organization of surrounding cells at set time points during mitotic progression reflecting passage from late G2 into mitosis (t = −60 and t = −50), division (t = 0), and reintegration into the epithelium (t = 50 and t = 60) (diagrams in Fig. 4 A and B) . This analysis indicated that the net effect of division in both stretched and nonstretched monolayers is to redistribute cell mass along the division axis (Fig. 4 A and B ; compare 50-60 min before and after division). At division, the combined daughter cell length was larger than the mother cell length in late G2 by 35 ± 3% in stretched monolayers and 37 ± 4% in nonstretched monolayers (Fig. 4A) . At 50-60 min after division, combined daughter cell lengths had contracted a little but remained significantly longer than mother cell lengths before division (by 21 ± 3% in stretched monolayers and 18 ± 3% in nonstretched monolayers; Fig. 4A ). Because width decreased significantly (Fig. 4B) , the overall effect of division was a significant increase in the aspect ratio of the combined daughter cells compared with their mothers (+41 ± 5% in stretched monolayers and +42 ± 5% in nonstretched monolayers; P < 0.01). Qualitatively and quantitatively, similar changes in aspect ratio were obtained from simulations, with an increase of 29% in stretched monolayers and 34% in nonstretched monolayers. Thus, individual divisions lead to the redistribution of mother cell mass along the interphase long axis whether or not the monolayer is under tension. To determine the effect of division on local epithelial organization, we compared the position of intercellular junctions close to dividing cells before (green, Fig. 4C) and after (red, Fig.  4C ) division. Division caused an inward movement of neighboring junctions in the direction perpendicular to division, together with an outward movement in the direction of division (Fig. 4C) . Similar patterns of junctional movement were observed in both stretched and nonstretched conditions (n = 18) but were absent in control areas of the monolayer, where divisions did not occur (Fig. 4C, Inset and Fig. S9 ). In summary, each division redistributes mass, which leads to local monolayer expansion along the axis of division and contraction in the perpendicular direction. Because there is a global bias in division orientation in stretched monolayers, individual cell divisions act together to expand the monolayer in the direction of stretch and to contract it in the perpendicular direction, leading to an overall effect similar to convergent extension.
Effect of Monolayer Stretch on the Orientation of Subsequent
Divisions. To explore how mass redistribution might function over the course of multiple divisions, we then compared the aspect ratio of daughter cells with the aspect ratio of their mothers (Fig. 4D) . In nonstretched monolayers, mother cells with an average aspect ratio of ρ = 1.09 ± 0.03 divided to generate daughter cells with an aspect ratio of ρ = 0.91 ± 0.02 (Fig.  4D) . Thus, the long axes of mother and daughter cells tend to be perpendicular to one another. By contrast, in stretched monolayers, mother cells (ρ = 1.34 ± 0.05) gave rise to daughters that remained elongated in the same direction (ρ = 1.10 ± 0.03; Fig.  4D ). Hence, although division redistributes mass along the division axis in both conditions, the orientation of daughter cells relative to their mothers was altered by stretch. Assuming homogeneous cell growth throughout the monolayer, the second round of divisions will tend to be oriented with the first round in stretched monolayers but perpendicular to the first round in nonstretched monolayers.
Qualitatively and quantitatively, similar results were obtained in the model (Fig. 4E) . In stretched monolayers, daughter cells retained the same orientation as their mothers (ρ = 1.03 ± 0.03), whereas in nonstretched monolayers, they tended to be oriented perpendicular to the mother cell (ρ = 0.84 ± 0.03). Finally, because the model faithfully replicates the observed cell shape changes accompanying mitosis, we were able to use it to predict the impact of divisions on monolayer stress. In nonstretched monolayers, division had no net effect on monolayer stress (Fig.  4F) , as expected under conditions of isotropic monolayer growth. Conversely, in stretched monolayers, divisions along the cellular long axis dissipated monolayer stress, whereas divisions perpendicular to it did not (Fig. 4F) . Taken together, these data show how isotropic monolayer growth and the restoration of homeostasis following a stretch can both be understood as emergent properties resulting from the simple ability of cells to orient their division along their interphase long axis.
Discussion
Although it is widely accepted that animal tissues are mechanosensitive (9), the physical parameters that cells respond to have yet to be defined. This is true even for instances in which an applied force is known to induce a well-defined cellular response. One of the most biologically significant examples of this is oriented cell division, a process that plays a key role in tissue morphogenesis (27) and tissue relaxation (19) . However, many aspects of the process remain unclear. For example, it is not known how tissue stress affects the morphological changes accompanying cell division. In addition, because the application of force tends to induce both stress and strain, it is challenging to determine the extent to which divisions orient in response to tension and/or cellular deformation. Finally, it is unclear how individual oriented divisions contribute to stress relaxation and tissue homeostasis.
Here, we used suspended epithelial monolayers as an experimental model to address each of these questions. Several features make suspended monolayers an ideal simplified model. First, in the absence of a continuous substrate, all monolayerlevel forces are transmitted across cell-cell junctions. Second, monolayer deformation can be precisely controlled and monolayer-level forces can be accurately measured over time. Third, cells do not change neighbors during the time course of experiments relevant to the study of cell division.
Following a 30-35% strain, cells in suspended monolayers remained elongated by ∼30% along the stretch axis and, simultaneously, experienced a sustained, uniformly oriented tension of ∼40 nN per cell. This is approximately threefold higher than the tensions found to orient division in isolated adherent cells (17) . After transient inhibition of mitotic entry induced by stretch, cells with the largest apical areas entered mitosis before dividing along the stretch axis. These cells were then used to investigate the relative roles of tension and cell shape in orienting divisions, as well as the function of oriented cell division in the restoration of cell packing and force relaxation following a stretch.
To assess whether the division axis is determined by the stress axis, as recently suggested (17, 19) , or by cell shape, as suggested by Hertwig (14) and other researchers using nonadherent cells from early embryos (15), we focused our attention on the subset of cells whose interphase long axis was misoriented relative to the tension axis. Strikingly, these cells divided along their interphase long axis (Fig. 2 C-E) , even though this axis differed from the local stress axis (Fig. 1 E and F) . Thus, cell geometry dominates over cellular-level stress in the control of division orientation under the experimental conditions tested here. Consistent with this, the polarization of mitotic cortical markers was aligned with the long cell axis in stretched and nonstretched monolayers. Further, the orientation of division along the long cell axis was as accurate in nonstretched monolayers as it was in stretched monolayers. Therefore, in suspended monolayers, it is the change in cell shape induced by monolayer extension that dictates the global bias in spindle orientation. It remains to be determined whether this is also true in other systems and/or is related to the lack of an ECM (16) . How do individual oriented divisions affect monolayer mechanics in our system? In both stretched and nonstretched monolayers, division was accompanied by a marked redistribution of cell mass along the interphase long axis. This mass redistribution appeared to be triggered by the process of anaphase elongation, which lengthened and narrowed the spatial envelope of the two daughter cells relative to the mother cell (Figs. 4 A and  B and 5A ). This morphogenetic process led to local monolayer expansion along the axis of division and a contraction in the perpendicular direction. Because stretch induces a global reorientation of cellular long axes along the axis of stretch, when summed across the monolayer, mass redistribution is expected to facilitate monolayer relaxation. This conclusion was confirmed by numerical simulations based on cell-autonomous changes in mitotic cell stiffness, making it clear that our observations can be explained without the need to invoke mechanosensory signaling. Moreover, the same simulations showed that division only contributes to global stress dissipation when oriented along the longcell axis (Fig. 4F) .
Both the experimental data and the model suggest that, in stretched monolayers, mother and daughters will tend to divide in the same orientation over successive divisions until cell shape becomes isotropic (Figs. 4 D and E and 5A), restoring cell packing. In contrast, the orientation of divisions will tend to alternate in nonstretched monolayers, promoting isotropic monolayer growth, as commonly observed in proliferating plant tissues, where no neighbor exchange occurs (28) .
Taken together, these data suggest a model (Fig. 5 ) in which mechanical tension operating at the monolayer scale causes interphase cells to elongate in the direction of stretch. This elongation biases cell divisions so that they orient along the interphase long axis. Because divisions redistribute mass, this facilitates stress relaxation and the restoration of cell packing over one or more rounds of division in a way that is analogous to passive cell intercalation (29) . Thus, stress relaxation in suspended monolayers appears to be an emergent property that arises from the autonomous behavior of individual cells following the same simple rule to divide along their long cell axis.
Materials and Methods
Generation and Imaging of Suspended Monolayers. Suspended monolayers were generated as described by Harris et al. (21) . Briefly, stretching devices were built from glass capillaries (Sutter Instruments) and a length of nickeltitanium (nitinol) wire (Euroflex) that acted as a hinge (Fig. S1) . Glass coverslips (VWR) on which the cells would grow were glued to the devices. Reconstituted collagen (Cellmatrix) was suspended between the platforms and dehydrated to form a scaffold onto which MDCK cells were seeded. After ∼72 h of culture, the collagen was digested and stretch was applied with a manual manipulator. Monolayers were imaged with either an inverted spinning disk (Yokogawa) confocal microscope or an FV-1000 scanning laser confocal microscope (Olympus), both with environmentally controlled enclosures. MDCK cells stably expressing E-cadherin-GFP were used for visualizing cell-cell junctions for live imaging and otherwise were fixed in 4% (wt/vol) PFA before immunostaining. Image analysis was performed in Fiji (ImageJ) or in custom MATLAB (MathWorks) or Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Inc.) scripts. More information is provided in SI Materials and Methods.
Mechanical Model. Cell division was implemented in a force-based computational model. A Voronoi tessellation divides the tissue into cells, and forces act on the edges of these polygons. Cells are represented as a strain tensor and interact with other cells through contact force and viscous force. Force balance is applied to each cell to compute the shear forces at cell edges that lead to remodeling. More information is provided in SI Materials and Methods.
